I DON'T CARE ABOUT THE POLICE HAVING TO RESPECT STRONG DATA PROTECTION RULES...

...even though German police gained access to personal data of more than 40,000 people via massive mobile phone surveillance during a protest march

...even though misuse of Facebook data could cause me to be wrongly accused and arrested
SOURCE: http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2013/mar/09/facebook-arrested-evgeny-morozov-extract

...even though British police stole the identities of dead babies

...even though the website of the German Federal Criminal Police Office traced visitors via their IP-addresses in order to profile them as possible criminals

...even though British police allegedly faked evidence in order to close a rape investigation

...even though German police use a special software program to spy on citizens through their computers, including a remote control or backdoor functionality for uploading and executing other programs
SOURCE: http://www.dw.de/several-german-states-admit-to-use-of-controversial-spy-software/a-15449054-1 [DE]

...even though the failed “self-regulation” of the Irish police did not stop years of abuse such as unauthorised checks on their children’s friends

...even though a high-ranking Irish policewoman was allowed to keep her anti-terrorism job after using retained communications data to “stalk” her ex-boyfriend

...even though a simple “like” on Facebook could lead to a criminal investigation
SOURCE: http://www.heise.de/tp/artikel/33/33616/1.html [DE]